CHONDA LONG:The webinar will begin at 7:00 p.m. ET
Seth Leavitt:Is that in 4 minutes?
CHONDA LONG:It is!
Seth Leavitt:Thanks. I get confused with Daylight Savings Time.
Kristin Keith:Welcome! Where is everyone from?
Seth Leavitt:Hello. I'm from Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Magen Gray:Owensboro, KY
DeAnn Huinker:Milwaukee, WI
Martha Adams:Waco, Texas
Jeremy Zelkowski:Hoover, AL
Walter Markowitch:Walter Markowitch Pittsford NY
Michelle Russell:Hello. I'm from Florence, AL
Lisa Englard:Aventura, FL
Chris Hunter:Surrey, BC, Canada
Bob Lochel:hi all, Bob from Hatboro PA here
Michelle Rinehart:West Texas. :) Glad to be here...!
eileen goodspeed:Winnetka, IL
Sarah Murray:Concord, New Hampshire
Jill Cochran:Rome, GA
Ralph Pantozzi:Ralph Pantozzi Summit NJ
John SanGiovanni:westminster md
Raymond Johnson:Boulder, CO
David Barnes:Dave Barnes, Leesburg VA
Ralph Pantozzi:HI Bob!
Erick Lee:Halifax, Nova Scotia
Bob Lochel:hey Ralph
Steve Weimar:Steve Weimar, Rutledge PA
Jason Slowbe:San Diego
Lydia Oladosu:Lydia Oladosu from North Carolina
David Ebert:Madison WI
Annie Fetter:Annie and Max, Rutledge, PA
Avery Pickford:Good to see some familiar names. @woutgeo saying hi from San Francisco.
Barb Borgwardt:Hi, from Fountain City, WI

Ralph Pantozzi:HI Annie, Jason, Steve, Avery...
Jackie Murawska:Hello from Chicago, IL
Annie Fetter:Hi, Ralph!
Megan Schmidt:Megan Schmidt Minneapolis, MN @veganmathbeagle
Kevin Dykema:Kevin Dykema, Mattawan, MI
Tina Cardone:@crstn85 Salem, MA
Cheryl Preston:Cheryl Preston San Jose
Steve Weimar:Hi Ralph
Seth Leavitt:Hi Megan.
Delise Andrews:Lincoln, NE
Jason Slowbe:Hi friends - too many to list :)
Megan Schmidt:seth! <3
Donna Gardner:Donna Gardner, Maryland
Jeremy Zelkowski:Hey Megan, David, Steve, and many others!
Steve Weimar:Hello too many to list
Marty Beck:Marty Beck Bettendorf IA
Denise Spangler:Athens, GA
Zachary Champagne:Hi team! Good see everyone here.
Denis Lawton:Tempe AZ
Megan Schmidt:bettendorf, IA! I'm from there!
Karen King:Washington, DC
Tracy Zager:Hi everyone! Sorry I'm late.
Chris Hunter:T-Zags!!!
Tracy Zager::) :)
Megan Schmidt:yes! see, it's catching on!
Ralph Pantozzi:Hi Annie!
Annie Forest:Hi, Annie Forest in Berwyn, IL
Annie Fetter:Yay, Team Annie!
Christine Newell:Hi everyone!
Rusty Anderson:Hello from Grand Rapids Michigan!
Kevin Dykema:Hi Rusty!
Rusty Anderson:Hey Kevin!
Seth Leavitt:Will there be a Q and A at the end of the presentation?

CHONDA LONG:Yes, there will be Q and A
Avery Pickford:We are asked to input questions here and Matt will try to address any q's.
CHONDA LONG:Yes, you can also ask questions as we go along
Avery Pickford:I really appreciated these two statements by NCTM.
Tina Cardone:+1 Avery!
Carl Oliver:!
Bob Lochel:sounds like a great way to make actionable jounral ideas more readily available in a timely
fashion to members
Angela Napoliello-Ivory:MyNCTM - great idea
Ralph Pantozzi 2:open to non-members - like that
Jason Slowbe:yes!
Jason Slowbe:adding staying power, permanence of best resources from online communities adds
value to MTBoS and NCTM
Jackie Murawska:Love the idea of MyNCTM - but will the resources be vetted, or will teachers be able
to upload any lesson/task/activity?
Michelle Cirillo:Great questions Jackie!
Michelle Cirillo:Will the current journals be published through the end of 2019? Authors will need to
know this timeline.
Tracy Zager:+1 on Jackie's question.
Christine Newell:MIchelle, I believe 2020 is the publication date for the new format
Kevin Dykema:Michelle- that is the current thinking, but it isn't set in stone yet. The task force is
meeting in November- that is one of the things we'll be discussing
Denise Rawding:Love that the journals will be available for all grade levels. Great for coaches who work
with multiple grade levels.
Jason Slowbe:Might be redefining "peer review" via online communities, +1 likes, etc
Raymond Johnson:I'm all for "digital only" rather than "digital first."
Ralph Pantozzi 2:.liek that task force here will be talking to us before decisions
Tracy Zager:Also, will it be possible to crosspost to MyNCTM and #MTBoS? or would people have to
post twice? I'm just wondering if these two communities will feed each other, or cannibalize each other.
Jackie Murawska:Re-imagined journal: (1) will consolodated journal cost us less money then? (2) will all
departments be included, or is that a part of the task force decisions?
Avery Pickford:Super excited about the journal changes. This seems really responsive to the changing
landscape.
David Barnes:@Jackie - We will have to be aware of copyright issues as lessons are posted.
Avery Pickford:+1 on digital only, especially if print journals aren't revenue positive.

Kevin Dykema:Jackie-those are decisions to be made yet about departments, etc. Also keep in mind
you'll be getting more pages each year than with the current journal
Robert Berry:The task force will address the direction of the new journal.
Carl Oliver: part time positions considered?
Jackie Murawska:@David, Kevin, Robert - thank you. Re: without vetting of online resources, I worry
that some resources will not carry the high quality our membership expects from NCTM.
Ralph Pantozzi 2:Math Forum couldn't have been expected to accomplish all that...
David Barnes:@Jackie - We agree. How as a community do we help teachers and teams to develop,
use, and work to improve quality resources.
Tracy Zager:I'm surprised the re-evaluation happened two years after the merger started, not two
years after the merger was completed and TMF employees were cut loose to work. The amount of time
between that completion and the threat of TMF ending was short to realize all these huge goals for it.
Avery Pickford:I fully agree with what Matt is saying about the values of NCTM. I think making this
advocacy more in the open will be helpful.
Megan Schmidt:tracy +1
Seth Leavitt:At the beginning of the section about the Math Forum, you stated that the Math Forum
was acquired by NCTM. The use of the word “acquired” is very telling to me. It seems to put the Math
Forum in the realm of a product that NCTM will offer its members. It is not a product. That perception
(TMF as product) of the Math Forum is at the heart of this controversy. In my opinion.
eileen goodspeed:Seth +1
Ralph Pantozzi 2: tracy +1
eileen goodspeed:tracy +1
Carl Oliver:I think the value of virtual work may not have been really been seen because the was a
small window of a time to try the different work flow.
Avery Pickford:It seems that part of the "value" of a membership, is the community that comes with
this membership. I'd love to hear more about how this community (such as MyNTCM) will be more than
another #MTBoS on twitter or Math Education facebook page.
eileen goodspeed:My district has over 400 students involved in the online community through PoWs.
You said PoWs will continue. How will that happen with TMF staff?
eileen goodspeed:*without TMF staff?
Ralph Pantozzi 2:Avery +1
Angela Napoliello-Ivory:I would like to see NCTM take a strong lead to improve the quality of the math
education of pre-service elementary education majors.
Carl Oliver:sorry about typos, this app is terrible
Raymond Johnson:I generally see it this way: There are many millions more teachers of mathematics
*not* using Twitter than those of us who do. Until they all have an online community to call home, I
welcome new venues and do not see them as competing with each other.
Avery Pickford:+1 Raymond

eileen goodspeed:will our students continue to get feedback from mathematicians, which empowers
them..what does updating mean?
Bob Lochel:+1 Raymond
Angela Napoliello-Ivory:perhaps NCTM could reach out to college math instructors to engage them in
conversations on how to teach the pre-service teachers in the Common Core environment
Seth Leavitt:Thank you for responding to my sentiment. However, the Math Forum has been working
virtually for about 30 years. They kind of have it down. Why create MyNCTM when that already exists on
the Math Forum?
Tracy Zager:Matt, I'd like to hear more about what would happen to the Math Forum services if TMF
people stayed and were split up across departments like marketing, membership, social media, etc., as
described.
Raymond Johnson:The moving of TMF staff to Reston seems a bit of a red herring. I get the sense that if
TMF generated enough revenue to cover its own costs, the Board might have thought differently about
where they were based. So how do we fix that problem?
Ralph Pantozzi 2:I do want to know how much of what the Math Forum does will continue...
eileen goodspeed:Raymond +1
Seth Leavitt:Raymond +1
Avery Pickford:Related to the financial challenges, is there a timeline for NCTM becoming revenue
neutral/positive?
eileen goodspeed:You said this would be a topic of the October Board meeting...is there any chance of
reconsidering TMF decision at that time?
Ralph Pantozzi 2:I do want to know how much of what the Math Forum does will continue...as part of
this vision - it's key to the goals you raised, seprate from revenue
Carl Oliver:Are there any changes intended for his Reston functions with all of this change for the
second century?
Angela Napoliello-Ivory:What can NCTM do to strengthen the education of pre-service elementary
teachers?
Jason Slowbe:Maybe thinking about MF in terms of whether members would pay more to keep MF
might be helpful? Perhaps not...
eileen goodspeed:Jason =yes! +1
Jeremy Zelkowski:@ Angela: I hear you! This needs to be state level advocacy work to shift state
department policies on the requirements
Ralph Pantozzi 2:Oh, that's a tough one Matt - Is conference attendance likely to grow in future? I have
a tough time seeing that. Is the board hoping for this?
Tracy Zager:Your answer led me to new questions, Matt. (Always the way!) I'm now wondering about
the ED position. How is the ED selected? How can members give input to the ED, or hold the ED
accountable?
Angela Napoliello-Ivory:Thanks Jeremy
Zachary Champagne:Good question Tracy. I'm interestd in that as well

Ralph Pantozzi 2:Can we get a forum on all these things that the Board will talk about before the
meeting? Not just Twitter
Carl Oliver:+1 Tracey
Jason Slowbe:Matt, credit to you and NCTM for your passion in tackling these issues, and being
transparent with members. It's clear that NCTM is listening, and that is very encouraging.
Avery Pickford:Thanks Matt for taking the time! I really appreciate it.
Avery Pickford:+1 Jason
Ralph Pantozzi 2:Let's get more channels open for constructive conversation then...
Jeremy Zelkowski:Angela, email me if you want some good guidance on that. Been much of my work in
my state.
eileen goodspeed:Thank you, Matt
Ralph Pantozzi 2:Thank you Matt. Need more... :-)
Ralph Pantozzi 2:Talking
Megan Schmidt:, Matt
Michelle Rinehart:Thank you for this webinar...! Thank you, colleagues, for your questions and insights
shared...!
Tracy Zager:Thank you, Matt. Would love to keep talking via any forum.
Jackie Murawska:Thank you, Matt!
Christine Newell:Thank you, Matt!
Erick Lee:Thank you Matt for addresssing these issues and answering questions.
Lisa Englard:Thank you Matt, lots of food for thought
Marty Beck:Thank you much Matt!
Seth Leavitt:Thank you for this webinar.
Zachary Champagne:Thanks Matt and NCTM team. Helpful for sure.
Denise Spangler:On behalf of the board, thank you for your comments and questios. We are listening
and will review them!
Carl Oliver:Thanks Matt
Rusty Anderson:Thanks!
DeAnn Huinker:Thank you everyone for the conversation.
David Ebert:Thanks Matt, and thank you to everyone for being a part of the webinar.

